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abbreviations, 272–73
ability: see -(y)Abil
ablative, 27, 35, 137
acaab, 259
accusative, 27, 31, 34–37, 61, 137, 147, 153, 154, 157, 163, 172, 230, 233, 237, 238, 286
addressing forms, 279–80
adjectives, 182
comparative, 33, 185
derived, 182–84
superlative, 185
with nominalized complements, 188–89
adverbs, 190
derivation of, 190–92
of frequency, 194–96
of manner, 196–97
of place, source or direction, 197
of quantity, 198
of time, 92, 98, 192–94
age, 63
ama, 248
amaç, 198, 248
azor, 108–09
negative aorist, 109, 121
apology, 277
arit, 199
aspect, 80, 103
d-verbs, 83
cız saha: see aça kalım
cız kalım, 122
bare objects, 36
bar, 253
ber, 132, 133, 140, 142
ber, 279
ber, 59
barbara: see reciprocal
ba ne denle: see dolgyysyla
ba yuçden: see dolgyysyla
büçük, 66, 67
-CA, 258: see passive
-Ca₂₃, 258
-Ca₃₃, 258
cam, 281
causative, 81, 83
case markers, 153–54
double causative, 154
the causative suffixes, 153
gazi-verbs, 85
-Çil, 258
-Cil₂₃, 258
-Cil₃₃, 258
cok, 286
coktan, 123
comitative: see instrumental
comparative: see adjectives
compounds
nominal, 25
possessive compounds, 28; see also possessive
spelling, 271
stress, 20
word order, 234
conditional, 285; see also -sA vs. -(y)sA
irrealis: see -sA
realis: see -sA, (y)sA
consonants, 7
assimilation (alternation), 12, 27, 28
buider consonants, 27, 28, 38
corverbs, 84
copula, 81
cıvata, 253
d₄, 250
d₄...d₄, 250
spelling, 270
-DK: see locative
daha, 199
-DK: see ablative
dates, 63
dative, 27, 31
days of the week, 192
definiteness, 35, 36
den, 64, 126, 241–42, 244
-DK, 73
-DK: see past
-DK: see relative clauses, non-subject; see also
subordination
-DK/- (y)sA-DK
vs. -sA-DK, 178–79
-DK, 80, 113
-DK (adverbial), 195
-DK (causative): see causative
dive, 170–71
dolgyysyla, 253
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- **eğer**, 209
- **et-verbs**, 85
- **existentials**: see *yar* and *yok*

**fakat**: see *ama*

- **final devoicing**, 43
- **ç~ç alternation**, 15
- **g~ğ alternation**, 14
- **k~kg alternation**, 13
- **p~h alternation**, 14
- **t~d alternation**, 15
- **fusion**
  - person and number, 55
  - future, 91–93
- **generic reading**, 36
- **genitive**, 27, 39, 133, 164
- **genitive-possessive**, 44
- **genitive-possessive chains**, 48
- **gerek**, 217
- **gerek . . . gerekse**, 254
- **gerunds**, 183
- **gibi**, 133
- **-DI˘gI, -(y)AcA˘gI**, 139
- **gore**, 131, 133
- **greetings**, 276
- **hakkında**, 134, 137
- **hala**, 199
- **halbuki**, 254
- **hani**, 239
- **hanım**, 279
- **hatta**, 253
- **hız**, 243
- **hız değişice**, 253
- **hız olmaza**, 253
- **için**
  - **-DI˘gI, -(y)AcA˘gI**, 139, 140–41
  - **-nIn**, 133
- **idi**, 100; see also past with **-DI**
- **idiomatic expressions**, 264
- **idr., 133, 246**
- **-idi, 133**
- **imperative (mood)**, 115–16
  - **-Inl, 259**
  - **-InhA˘l, 259**
- **-I refers to numbers, ordinal**
- **indefiniteness**, 35, 58
- **infinitive**: see **-mAK**
- **insan**, 79
- **instrumental**, 27, 38–40, 133
- **interjections**, 264
- **ise**
  - as a conjunct, 252
  - **iter . . . iter(se)**, 254
- **-şy**: see reciprocal suffix
- **-yor**: see progressive
- **kadar**
  - **-şyA˘l, 132**
  - **-şyAcA˘gI, 140**
  - **-şyA˘cA˘gI, 140, 141**
  - **-inl, 133**
- **kendi**, 158; see also reflexive
  - **kendi kendiye**, 158
  - **kendi, as a pronoun**, 159
  - **kendileri**, 159
- **köşke**, 203, 209
- **ki**, 255
  - **locative ki**, 56, 184, 255
  - **spelling**, 270
- **kinship terms**, 49, 56, 280
- **lakin**: see *ama*
  - **-Ak**: see plural with **-Ak**
  - **lazım**, 217–18
  - **locative**, 27–28, 137
- **-ml (negative)**, 80, 88, 212, 243
- **-ml (indefinite)**, 174–75
- **-mlA˘cA˘gI ‘unless’**, 212
- **-mlK, 36, 172–73, 218, 269**
- **vs. -ml**, 173–75
- **-mlAdA˘l, 113**
- **-mlK, 217**
- **matrix clause**, 163
- **measurement**, 64
- **mezwur ol-/kal-**, 217
- **mezwuruna kal-**: see *zorunda kal-*
- **mezwuruna kal-**, 217
- **mezwuruna ol-**: see *zorunda olmak*
- **mezwuruna olmak**, 260
- **mezwuruna olsa**, 260
- **mezwuruna olsun**, 253
- **-ml**: see question particle
  - **-mlg**, 103–04, 105
- **mood**, 81
- **ne . . . ne de**, 245, 252
- **necessity**: see *lazım* or *gerek*
- **negation**, 80, 91, 97, 98, 109, 126, 129, 211, 213, 241–46; see also *de˘gil*
- **nereye**
  - see *az kalım*
  - **nitekim**, 253
- **nominative**, 27
- **nouns**
  - **mass and count**, 55
  - **numbers**
- **-cardinal**, 56, 57
Index

distributive, 60
ordinal, 60

obligation: see zorunda ol-/kal-; see also -mAlI

once
-İkn, 132
-ncltdn, 140, 141

onomatopoeia, 263

optative, 116–17

önde, 253

past with -(y)DI, 100–01

past with -DI, 97–98

person markers

on nouns and adjectives, 126–27
on pronouns, 128
on verbs, 129

person paradigms

k-paradigm, 80, 97, 129, 202
l-paradigm, 80, 130
z-paradigm, 80, 129

plural with -lr, 50, 55, 64, 164, 278

with compounds, 56

polite imperative, 115

possessive, 23, 35, 163, 180

possessive chains: see genitive

special uses, 46
with quantifiers, 47

with zar/yok, 45

possibility: see -(y)İkі

postpositions, 33, 136–37, 234

simple postpositions, 131–33

with clausal complements, 139–42

progressive, 87

pronouns, 35
demonstrative, 28, 35, 77
locative, 78
person, 55, 76

the reflexive pronoun, 157–58

question particle, 36, 80, 89, 121, 130, 256

quantifiers, 187–88

question words, 39, 64, 210, 237–38

as modifiers, 186

reciprocal, 81, 83

relative clauses, 35, 57, 183

headless, 230
non-subject, 225
subject, 222, 224–25

-şA, 202–04, 208

non-conditional uses, 205–06

şA vs. -(y)sA, 201–02

şoyun and şogrul, 280

seasons, 193

ş(ş)Ar: see numbers, distributive

şey, 78

üz (second person plural pronoun), 278

soft-g, 6

spelling, 269

sonsuz

-İkn, 132
-ncltdn, 139, 141

subordination, 163–64

of nominal sentences, 165

of questions, 167–68

of zar/yok, 166

suspended inflection, 255

tag questions, 244

tane, 66

tarafından, 133: see passive
telephone numbers, 62
tense, 81

compound tenses, 119–24
time, 62

Türk Dil Kurumu, 273

iste: see hatas

zar and jok, 71, 73, 201

in relative clauses, 72

in subordination, 72

person markers, 73

ve, 248
INDEX

(y)əustain, 251
vowel harmony: 1, 8, 236
A-type (two-fold), 8, 9, 27
exceptions to, 9
external, 8, 9, 28
internal, 8
I-type (four-fold), 9, 27
vowels, 4
epenthesis, 16, 17
front and back, 4, 8
fronted, 4, 7, 269
high, 43
high vowel omission, 17
in the alphabet, 4
long, 6, 268
vowel raising, 269

word order, 1, 232–33, 234
word stress, 18, 21, 57, 101, 202, 243
compounds, 20
exceptions to word-final stress rule, 21

(y)A: see clative
(y)ə...yə (du), 251
(y)əbl, 80, 213–14
(y)əda: see relative clauses; see also subordination; see also future
(y)əlu: 249
(y)ədu: see relative clauses, subject
(y)ədeki, 251
(y)əre, 66, 67
(y)əram, 66, 67
Kırım Kılavuzu, 273
(y)əDe: see past
(y)I: see accusative
(y)ɨp, 250
(y)ɨ, 180–81
(y)ɨk: see instrumental
(y)ɨmd, 123, 124; see also -md
(y)ık: see er and yok
(y)ıkus, 239, 253
(y)ıkı, 207–08; see also ise
(y)ık: see şıkkı
(y)ıkında et./kal., 217, 218